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A 2015 report cited by
Government Health IT 1
indicates that:

21% of all breaches globally

Making the Internet of Things for
Healthcare a Reality
In the age of the “Internet of Things” (IoT), technology in healthcare can

are in the healthcare

now assume effective omnipresence — from heart machines to heating

industry

systems to helicopters. Managing and securing omnipresence in healthcare
is a formidable challenge; Avaya SDN Fx™ Healthcare solution can help

34% of total healthcare

make The Internet of Things in healthcare a practical reality.

records globally have been
breached amounting to 84
million data records
compromised.

The Challenges of
“Medical Things”
More than ever healthcare organizations
understand that technology can

onboarding, securing, tracking, and
managing thousands of medical and
other devices, e.g. HVAC, physical
security, and payment devices seems
practically impossible.

improve patient care, increase staff
efficiencies, and reduce costs. As a
result, organizations have implemented
thousands of connected medical
devices throughout their facilities to
take advantage of these opportunities.

Introducing the Avaya
SDN Fx Healthcare
Solution
The Avaya SDN Fx Healthcare solution

http://www.govhealthit.com/
news/healthcare-leads-allindustries-data-breaches
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However, healthcare organizations are

delivers the simplicity needed to help

also well aware that medical devices are

connect, secure and manage the

under significant attack from hackers

growing number of medical devices and

seeking to tamper with controls and

technologies to reduce breaches,

gain access to more sensitive areas of

implement new healthcare innovation

the network like medical databases.

rapidly, and improve IT staff efficiency.

Compounding the problem is the sheer

Specifically, the SDN Fx Healthcare

number and mobility of devices. Today,

solution can help your organization:
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“
Today, IT
departments in
healthcare
organizations are
under tremendous
pressure to become
the enablers of a
digital strategy. The
network will play a
key role in the shift
to digital
healthcare…. It’s
time for the
networks in
healthcare
institutions to
evolve away from
legacy
architectures to a
software-defined
network.
—Zeus Kerravala, ZK Research.
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• Use advanced network

• Manage inventory of thousands of

segmentation to reduce

medical devices. Addressing one of

catastrophic breaches. SDN Fx

the greatest challenges to an

Healthcare creates virtualized

Internet of Things healthcare model,

network segments that help isolate

the SDN Fx Healthcare management

users and medical devices from

system provides the location and

unauthorized access.

status of all on-boarded medical

• Automate onboarding of new
medical devices. Once paired with a

devices in the network.
• Assign flow priority by device and

new type of networking adapter,

traffic type. Avaya uses Software-

medical devices are automatically

Defined Networking to program and

assigned custom security and flow

manage granular flows on a per-

parameters that dynamically follow

medical-device basis.

the device wherever it is connected
on the network.

WHAT IT IS, WHAT IT DOES, AND
HOW IT WORKS
THE THREE

What it is
As Diagram 1 shows, the Avaya SDN Fx healthcare solution consists of three

TENETS OF

major components:

AVAYA SDN Fx

• Open Networking Adapter (ONA) – Is a pocket-sized intelligent appliance

ARCHITECTURE

that is paired with a medical device to enable an enhanced level of security,
mobility, and management services.

Zero-Touch Core
Automated network functions

• Software Defined Networking Controller (SDN Controller) – Is an open
orchestration software platform that programs the functions which control

with a single network-wide
Ethernet Fabric.

flows between the ONA and other network nodes.
• Fabric Connect* - Is a single network-wide protocol that, among other
functions, enables virtualized network segmentation across the network
infrastructure. In conjunction with Fabric Connect, Fabric Attach automates

Open Ecosystem
Open source customization tools
married with standard Fabric
protocols

the provisioning, and attaching network devices to, virtualized network
segments.

Enabled Edge
User, device, and application
integration beyond the data
center to the user edge

Diagram 1: Components of the SDN Fx Healthcare Solution

*Currently planned as optional in future releases
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What it Does
On-boards

The Avaya SDN Fx
Healthcare
solution delivers
the simplicity
needed to help
connect, secure
and manage the
growing number
of medical devices
and technologies
to reduce
breaches,
implement new

• New medical devices arrive at the
healthcare organization.
• Using a smartphone application, IT
personnel scan the medical device’s
bar code to record the device serial
number and MAC address for the
healthcare database.
• An ONA QR code is scanned and
information uploaded to the SDN Fx
Healthcare management application
database for pairing with the
medical device.

and improve IT
staff efficiency.

Fabric Connect running Fabric
Attach at the edge, the ONA signals
the network to provision and
connect it to its isolated network
segment. The medical device is now
able to communicate through the
paired ONA into a specifically
assigned network segment.
• If not running Avaya Fabric Connect,
the SDN Fx Healthcare solution will
soon support deployment over any
IP infrastructure, via encrypted
tunnels, for traditional networks
lacking stealth network
segmentation.

• Network service information and
communication rules for the medical
device connecting to the ONA are
configured in the SDN Fx

Moves
• If the medical device needs to

management application and are

physically move to a new location,

ready for deployment.

the Ethernet cable on the ONA

healthcare
innovation rapidly,

• If the network infrastructure is Avaya

network port is unplugged from the

Deploys

Ethernet wall-jack and the ONA is
relocated with the medical device to

• The medical device and ONA are
delivered to their location. The ONA
will remain co-located with the
paired medical device unless it
needs to be reassigned to another

the new location. The unpowered
ONA will contain no resident
configuration that could enable
malicious use to gain access to the
network.

device.
• With an Avaya Fabric Connect
• The medical device Ethernet cable is
plugged into the ONA device port
and the ONA network port is
plugged into an Ethernet switch

network, the virtualized network
segment is now dynamically
removed when the ONA is
disconnected.

port.
• With a non-Avaya Fabric Connect
• When fully booted, the ONA signals
the SDN Controller which sends
network service, profile, and security
rule information back to the ONA.

network, in subsequent releases, the
isolated network segment construct
is dynamically removed from the
SDN Controller when the ONA is
disconnected.
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• Upon plugging the ONA with its paired medical device into the Ethernet
wall-jack at the new location, the ONA signals the SDN controller to get
its profile.
• The SDN Controller sends network service, profile and security rule
information back to the ONA as per the deployment process. All
services and rules are re-established, now at the new location.

Manages
• As the medical devices with their paired ONA’s are moved to different
locations, the SDN Healthcare management application follows the
ONA and medical device and registers the device status accordingly.
• All registered medical devices are presented as an inventory list on the
management application.

Helps Secure
• If a hacker unplugs the medical device from an ONA and attempts to
gain network access, the profile rules in the ONA will block the new
device (a laptop for example) from communicating on the network and
the user will not have any visibility.
• In the event an ONA is lost or stolen, the ONA does not store or contain

SDN Fx healthcare

any information about the profile it was running or network services

creates virtualized

that were setup or requested. Unless the ONA is connected with the

network segments

medical device it was paired with, it cannot be used to gain
un-authorized access to a network.

that help isolate users
and medical devices

HOW THE SOLUTION
COMPONENTS WORK

from unauthorized
access.

Open Networking Adapter
Featuring a compact fan-less form factor, the Open Networking Adapter
is a software based appliance containing a Linux operating system with
Open vSwitch. When programmed, the ONA provides many intelligent
functions to support a broad range of IoT-type devices (with an Ethernet
port) that have traditionally been difficult to control on the edge of the
network.

Open vSwitch is a feature-rich open-source virtual switch that provides
automated network service provisioning using Auto-Attach (IEEE draft
802.1Qcj) including a flexible range of traffic flow programming for
avaya.com
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The Avaya SDN Fx Controller
performs these functions by utilizing
an OpenDaylight multi-protocol
controller that manages all the
services modules within the
framework. Using open protocols of
NETCONF and OpenFlow for network
configuration, manager/services
modules can be accessed via a
programmable northbound or
southbound API layer.

Avaya Fabric Connect*

Avaya uses

forwarding, filtering, isolation,
monitoring, queuing, shaping, and

Avaya Fabric Connect is an Ethernet

Software-Defined

logging.

fabric technology based on IEEE
802.1aq Shortest Path Bridging (MAC)

Networking to
program and
manage granular
flows on a
per-medical-device
basis.

that dramatically simplifies network

SDN Fx Controller

infrastructures by using just one

At the heart of the SDN Fx Healthcare

services (network segments) across

solution, the Avaya SDN Fx Controller

an entire enterprise. One of the key

provides the management of the

benefits of this technology is

integrated SDN Fx environment.

simplified operations through fabric

Delivered as software to any

edge-layer-only provisioning, where

standards-based server, the controller

the fabric core becomes a “Zero-

performs the following functions:

touch-core” that virtually eliminates

• Assigns service profiles to ONA’s

protocol to deliver virtualized network

the chance of network
misconfiguration.

• Manages interfaces into SDN
program environments

Another key benefit of Fabric Connect

• Presents inventory lists of devices

is true service segmentation of

• Exposes north and southbound API’s

virtualized Layer 2 or Layer 3 services.
This functionality enables the fabric to

• Offers a Software Development Kit
(SDK)
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easily create and manage virtual
service networks (segments) that are

invisible to IP scanning techniques.
This is possible because Fabric
Connect does not use the IP protocol
as a utility to establish service paths.
This is referred to by Avaya as Stealth
Network Services. This virtualized
framework can be also be leveraged
to provide secure separation in multi-

Great IoT with SDN Fx
Healthcare
As the healthcare environment
continues to change and innovation
accelerates, the Avaya SDN Fx
Healthcare solution can help your
organization:

tenant environments where other
legacy technologies struggle with

Deliver New Innovations Fast

complex multi-protocol overlays.

Deploying thousands of innovative

*Required with SDN Fx Healthcare solution 1.0.
Currently planned as optional for future releases.

devices faster and more securely can
seem nearly impossible. SDN Fx
Healthcare provides the simplicity you

Avaya Fabric Attach*
Also known as Auto-Attach (IEEE

need to help automatically connect,
secure, and manage the ever-growing

extends Fabric

number of technologies available.

Connect to

Draft 802.1Qcj), Avaya Fabric Attach
creates plug-n-play on-boarding for
network elements that do not natively
run Fabric Connect. Fabric Attach
extends Fabric Connect to deliver an
“Autonomic Edge” capability that
dramatically reduces the time and
cost of adding new or modifying
existing services. Any Fabric Attach
capable device (such as an Ethernet
switch, WLAN Access Point, or OVS
based device – ONA) can now be

Achieve Greater Efficiency and
Lower Costs
The concept of IoT for Healthcare
promises greater efficiency for

dynamic attachment to a new or
existing network service instance.

deliver an
“Autonomic
Edge” capability

medical professionals and supporting

that dramatically

staff. Make it a reality with SDN Fx

reduces the time

Healthcare, which provides affordable,
cost-effective infrastructure that

and cost of

reduces complexity and increases

adding new or

security.

connected in a more secure fashion to
the network, authorized, and request

Fabric Attach

Focus Your IT Resources
Strategically

modifying
existing services.

IT organizations typically spend too
much time performing manual tasks—

The Avaya ONA leverages Fabric

known as “just keeping the lights on.”

Attach within Open vSwitch to

SDN Fx Healthcare lets IT

request automatic provisioning

organizations cut time spent on

attachment to services (network

repetitive tasks and troubleshooting.

segments). The Avaya SDN Fx
Healthcare solution can use this
feature to fully automate network
configuration and attachment without
the need to touch any network
element.

Notice: While reasonable efforts were made to
provide information that is complete and
accurate at the time of printing, Avaya can
assume no liability for any errors. Changes and
corrections to the information in this document
may be incorporated in future releases.
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About Avaya
Avaya is a leading,
global provider of
customer and team
engagement solutions
and services available
in a variety of flexible
on-premise and cloud
deployment options.
Avaya’s fabricbased networking
solutions help simplify
and accelerate the
deployment of business
critical applications
and services. For more
information, please visit
www.avaya.com.
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